Previous hydrogen exchange (HX) studies of the spontaneous reversible unfolding of Cytochrome c (Cyt c) under native conditions have led to the following conclusions. Native Cyt c (104 residues) is composed of five cooperative folding units, called foldons. The highenergy landscape is dominated by an energy ladder of partially folded forms that differ from each other by one cooperative foldon unit. The reversible equilibrium unfolding of native Cyt c steps up through these intermediate forms to the unfolded state in an energy-ordered sequence, one foldon unit at a time. To more directly study Cyt c intermediates and pathways during normal energetically downhill kinetic folding, the present work used HX pulse labeling analyzed by a fragment separation-mass spectrometry method. The results show that 95% or more of the Cyt c population folds by stepping down through the same set of foldon-dependent pathway intermediates as in energetically uphill equilibrium unfolding. These results add to growing evidence that proteins fold through a classical pathway sequence of native-like intermediates rather than through a vast number of undefinable intermediates and pathways. The present results also emphasize the condition-dependent nature of kinetic barriers, which, with less informative experimental methods (fluorescence, etc.), are often confused with variability in intermediates and pathways.
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protein folding | foldons | cytochrome c T he protein-folding problem, one of the oldest and most difficult in all of biophysics, lies at the heart of biology. Proteins must fold to their active native state when they are initially released from the ribosome and when they unfold and refold, over and over again, during their lifetime (1) . It is one reaction that all organisms-animals, plants, and microbes-absolutely require. However, 55 y after Anfinsen et al. showed that proteins can fold all by themselves without outside help (2) , no generally accepted folding model has emerged.
Soon after Anfinsen's demonstration, Levinthal noted that sizeable proteins could not find their native state within any reasonable folding time by a random search through the vast conformational space available to them (3) . However, proteins can fold in milliseconds. He concluded that proteins must fold through some programmed structure formation pathway, analogous to other biochemical pathways, although one had no idea how such a pathway might look or what could guide it. A different answer to the Levinthal paradox, focused on energy landscape considerations, points out that the search is not wholly random. Refolding proteins must naturally diffuse energetically downhill stepping through a landscape that contains all possible intermediates and pathways. In the absence of more detailed direction, structural search processes at the microscopic, near single-residue level must carry protein populations heterogeneously through all of these structural forms and different tracks, chosen perhaps by each protein's initial unfolded conformation (4-7).
The discovery that proteins are constructed of cooperative units called foldons (8) (9) (10) answers the Levinthal paradox in yet another way. The foldon construction of native proteins provides built-in instructions for assembling the native protein (10) (11) (12) . Foldons are small enough, ∼20 residues, to be found quickly by random residue-level searching. Each foldon, being a cooperative unit, will tend to fold in a stepwise, all-or-none manner. Already folded native-like foldons will assist the subsequent formation of adjacent foldons by way of native-like interactions [sequential stabilization (11, 12) ]. These properties will promote an ordered, stepwise, macroscopic folding pathway. Fig. 1 compares the foldon-dependent defined pathway model (10-13) and the undirected multipath energy landscape model (5, (14) (15) (16) . The different models differ strikingly in the very different folding intermediates and pathways that they predict and might be distinguished thereby, but this effort has been difficult. One is asked to discern the structures of a whole set of kinetic intermediates that are neither fully unfolded (U) nor fully native (N), that cannot be isolated for study, and that only live for milliseconds. This task may seem impossible. Our earlier experiments depended on an indirect approach, namely, investigation of the dynamic reversible unfolding reactions that carry the native protein up through the high energy landscape. The results revealed that cytochrome c (Cyt c) unfolds through a stepwise ladder of distinct foldon-dependent intermediates (Fig. 1A , Right) (10-13).
The present work applied a hydrogen exchange (HX) pulse labeling method that can provide a timed series of snapshots of the kinetic intermediates that are populated during normal kinetic folding, even when they form and dissipate on a time scale of milliseconds. Advanced HX-fragment separation-mass spectrometry (HX MS) technology (17) (18) (19) (20) can then read out the structure and progression of the transient protein folding intermediates (21, 22) . Unlike most previously used methods, which present protein-folding signals in an unresolved whole-molecule and ensemble-averaged way (fluorescence, etc.), these methods separately specify folded and unfolded populations, resolve folding events throughout the protein, and measure the time course of each one. The results show that Cyt c folds in a distinct foldon-dependent kinetic pathway sequence. As suggested in Fig. 1A , the intermediates
Significance
The energy landscape model pictures that proteins fold through many alternative pathways. The landscape contains all possible intermediates and pathways, and folding is driven only by the downhill energy gradient, with no way to choose any particular folding step against the vast number of alternatives. On the contrary, the present experiments demonstrate that Cytochrome c folds through distinct intermediates in a reproducible pathway, adding one native-like foldon after another down a defined energy ladder. This behavior is dictated by the cooperative foldon construction of the native protein. Two other proteins are known to do the same. and the pathways that mediate uphill equilibrium unfolding and downhill kinetic folding are the same.
Results
Equilibrium Foldon Unfolding by NMR. Foldons were first defined in equilibrium native-state HX experiments with Cyt c (9), reproduced in Fig. 2A . HX rates of many individual amides were measured by 2D NMR as a function of increasing, but still very low, denaturant concentration, well below the Cyt c melting zone. Fig.  2A plots the HX rates measured for each residue amide in terms of the free energy of the opening reaction that exposes it to exchange. Amides that are exposed to exchange by small opening reactions (local fluctuations) are insensitive to denaturant and trace horizontal curves. Larger unfolding reactions, otherwise invisible, are sharply promoted by increasing denaturant to a level where they come to dominate the exchange of the amide sites that their unfolding exposes. The residues that join the HX isotherm for each large unfolding reaction define the segments that participate in that unfolding reaction. The ΔG for each unfolding reaction can be obtained by extrapolation of the sloping HX isotherm back to zero denaturant. . At [GdmCl] = 1.5 M, the blue unit unfolding reaction is promoted (ΔG unf ∼ 6 kcal/mol above N) and comes to dominate the exposure and the HX of the amides in the blue foldon (K unf ∼ 10
−5
). These results point to four cooperative foldon unfolding reactions, some more clearly than others. Seven residues through the N-terminal helix and eight through the C-terminal helix are seen to join into the same high free energy denaturant-sensitive HX isotherm (blue). One infers that a concerted transient unfolding reaction involves both terminal helices (blue). Similarly, five residues in the 60s helix and one in a nearby omega loop participate in a different concerted unfolding reaction with smaller unfolding free energy and denaturant sensitivity, which we call green. A few other residues seem to define other lower-energy unfolding units that may represent a short, two-stranded beta sheet (yellow) and an omega loop (red). Later results, confirmed below, uncover an additional lowest-energy cooperative unfolding unit, referred to as infrared, that encompasses all of the residues in the large bottom omega loop (see below and ref. 24) .
The foldon units identified in this way are placed in the Cyt c model in Fig. 1 . The color-coding follows, in spectral order, the -0.9 (26, 27) . The unfolding ΔG measured as in A for each foldon unfolding is placed on a free energy ladder. The E62G mutation removes a salt link and destabilizes the yellow foldon unit by 1 kcal/mol (12) . The green and blue foldon unfolded states are equally destabilized, indicating that they include the unfolded state of the yellow foldon. Lower-lying PUFs are unaffected, indicating that their unfolding does not include the unfolded yellow foldon. A set of similar experiments indicates that the identity of the PUFs is IRYGB (=N), iRYGB, irYGB, iryGB, irygB, and irygb (= U).
placement of the unfolding reactions on a ladder of increasing unfolding free energy. (17) (18) (19) (20) . For analysis, labeled samples were quenched to a slow HX condition (pH 2.5, 0°C to minimize the loss of D label during the analysis) and then injected into an online system where the protein is proteolyzed into small peptide fragments, the peptides are roughly resolved by fast HPLC, and the column eluant is continually injected by electrospray into an orbitrap mass spectrometer for further separation and analysis by mass. Illustrative mass spectra for peptides from the infrared and red segments are shown in Fig. 2B as a function of the length of the D-to-H labeling time. The isotopic envelopes measure the remaining carried deuterium (Δmass = +1 per D) convoluted with the 13 C content of each peptide (Δmass = +1, 1.1% natural abundance). If exposure reactions that allow D to H exchange reclose faster than the intrinsic HX rate, as is common for local fluctuations, exchange will require many prior opening and reclosing reactions, HX will be by an EX2 equilibrium-limited mechanism, and will be seen as a continuous slide of peptide MS envelopes to lower mass. This kind of result cannot distinguish cooperative foldon unfolding. However, if reclosing is much slower than ∼1 ms (the unprotected HX lifetime at pH 10), as may occur for sizeable unfolding reactions, HX will be by an EX1 unfolding-limited mechanism. Each unfolding reaction that occurs during the experimental exchange time will allow D to H exchange of all of the sites exposed and will produce a separate lighter peptide envelope, generating a characteristic bimodal MS signature as seen in Fig. 2B . Fig. 2C plots the cooperative EX1 unfolding of multiple peptides from segments in the infrared and red foldons. The foldon unfolding rate is given by the increase of the unfolded MS envelope with H-exchange time. Both foldons unfold in just over 100 ms and refold more slowly than 1 ms. The least-stable infrared foldon unfolds first and the red foldon more slowly, consistent with their placement on an unfolding free energy ladder (Fig. 1A, Right) . The EX1 HX of the infrared peptides (black) and their measured Δmass shows that the entire large bottom loop (Cyt c in Fig. 1A ) unfolds as a unit. The peptides we were able to obtain for the red loop segment also contain several sites in the green helix. The kinetic data do not separately distinguish them, suggesting that they may both unfold at approximately the same rate under these conditions. Importantly, these results also show that the brief 10-ms pH 10 labeling pulse used in the pulse labeling experiments described below is nonperturbing. No exchange occurs within 10 ms, even for the least stable infrared foldon.
For the native-state equilibrium unfolding experiment to succeed, it is necessary to find conditions where EX1 unfolding dominates the measured HX and produces a recognizably separate MS envelope. EX1 behavior is promoted by added denaturant (faster unfolding, slower refolding) and by higher pH (faster HX in the transiently unfolded state), but higher pH also promotes competitive EX2 exchange by local fluctuations and a slide of the heavy envelope to lower mass, obscuring the desired EX1 observation. For this reason, the unfolding reactions that lead to higher-energy partially unfolded states could not be measured. Their unfolding is too slow, and their carried D is lost to EX2 exchange before they can unfold and be measured.
These The identified Cyt c foldons can be placed on an unfolding ΔG unf ladder as in Figs. 1A, Right and 2D. An approach called stability labeling was used to define their relationships (26, 27) . Stabilizing or destabilizing modifications were placed in each foldon unit, and the effect on the others was measured. For the example in Fig. 2D, a mutation 
Thus, the equilibrium high free energy states appear to represent a series of PUFs, with the infrared unit unfolded, then infrared + red, then infrared + red + green, and, finally, infrared + red + green + blue, the fully unfolded state. The same sequence was inferred before in terms of increasing unfolding size indicated by relative denaturant sensitivity ( Fig. 2A) (9) . These results are consistent with a stepwise sequential unfolding pathway up the equilibrium energy ladder (as shown in Fig. 1A, Right) .
The fact that the system is at equilibrium seems to require that each up-arrow be matched by an equivalent down-arrow, apparently revealing a stepwise folding pathway. However, this inference is based on experiments that access the minimally populated high free energy states at equilibrium under native conditions. Are these equilibrium PUFs the same as the intermediate species that carry the major flux of proteins from U to N in normal kinetic folding (28) (as in Fig. 1A) ? The question can be answered only by defining intermediates during kinetic folding.
Kinetic Folding by Pulse Labeling HX MS. The development of the HX pulse labeling method made it possible to describe structure formation during protein folding (29, 30) . In the present experiments, the population of folding intermediates reached after different folding times was probed by exposure to a brief high-pH D to H labeling pulse (10 ms, pH 10, 10°C). Amide sites in not-yet-folded structural regions become fully H-labeled, whereas sites that are already folded and protected remain unlabeled. The HX labeling process was then immediately quenched by dilution of the sample to low pH, and it was analyzed by the fragmentation and HPLC-MS separation method described above. Analysis of serial samples by MS then provided a time series of snapshots that could specify the identity and measure the folding rate of segments that had become protected by structure formation before the labeling pulse. Fig. 3 A-D shows illustrative mass spectra for some Cyt c peptides (see also Fig. S2 ). Each peptide monitors the folding history of the protein segment that it represents. At each folding time point, the lighter isotopic envelope measures the unprotected, not-yet-folded population. Its initial D label is fully exchanged to H by the labeling pulse. The time course of folding is seen in terms of the conversion of the unprotected envelope to an envelope that is heavier by a mass increment equal to the number of deuterated sites protected by H-bonded structure. Note that, unlike the bimodal spectra in Fig. 2B , which detect unfolding in the EX1 regime, the bimodal spectra in Fig. 3 A-D measure two distinct populations. Unlike most other folding methods, which often present an ensemble population average, these data separately depict the still-unfolded and already-folded population fractions and their time-dependent conversion.
Different folding scenarios will produce recognizably different results. If HX protection develops in one or a few residues at a time, this result would be seen as a slide of each envelope in time from its unprotected (lighter) state to a more protected (heavier) condition. Rather, D-occupancy jumps in a concerted folding step that protects many D-labeled amides, indicating stepwise cooperative structure formation. For each peptide, the relative amplitudes of the envelopes show the increasing fraction of the protected population as a function of folding time. This parameter traces the time course for the folding of each segment and can be determined with high accuracy.
For each peptide, the number of amide NH sites that become protected in its concerted folding step is closely equal to the number protected in the native protein (bottom frame) when it is subjected to an equivalent labeling pulse. This result suggests that the structure formed in each concerted folding step is locally native-like.
If the whole protein folds in a two-state manner, all of the peptides would become protected in the same concerted step. Rather, different protein segments fold at different times, allowing their folding sequence to be determined. Any segment once folded remains folded through later folding steps elsewhere in the protein, as for a stepwise pathway.
If different molecules in the protein population fold through different pathways as in the multipath energy landscape model, any given protein segment would convert heterogeneously in fractional steps, earlier in some molecules and later in others. Rather, the data show that the entire protein population folds any given foldon on the same time scale. If any significant population fraction (≥5%), folded either faster or slower, this result would be seen as a separate protected or unprotected envelope.
In summary, HX MS results for Cyt c directly show that any given segment folds in a concerted stepwise way, and that different segments fold at different times, progressively putting cooperative native-like units into place to build the native protein. Many overlapping peptides consistently confirm each step (Fig. S2) and show that the entire refolding population (>95%) exhibits the same folding steps, each on the same time scale. These properties define a reproducible, population-wide, sequential folding pathway.
The Search for Foldons. These same results, assembled in Fig. 3 , show how the separately measured peptide fragments group into foldon units. In earlier experiments analyzed by 2D NMR (9), redrawn in Fig. 3E , sites in the N-and C-terminal helices were seen to gain structural protection (H-bonding) on a 10-ms time scale, whereas other regions folded later. However, there were anomalies. Only half of the protein population participated in this first structure formation step; the rest folded later with the slower major protein folding phase. Fig. 3 F-H show HX MS folding results for many Cyt c peptides (Fig. S2) . The curve for each peptide is color-coded according to the previous foldon assignments (Fig. 2) ; they are not arbitrarily colored to match the kinetic behavior observed. The increase in the protected fraction of each peptide measures the time course for folding of the segment that it represents. This measurement has high accuracy when protected and unprotected populations are well-separated. The high accuracy of the data makes it possible to determine that the various peptides fall into kinetically separable groupings, even though they are often not well separated in time. This finding is underlined by the high reproducibility found among the many peptides in each group.
The HX MS experiments measured Cyt c folding at a protein concentration much lower (1-4 μM) than the 1 mM concentration used in the earlier NMR work. All Cyt c molecules fold their terminal helices (blue) in the same early ∼10-ms step, showing that the heterogeneity previously seen was due to aggregation during folding at the high protein concentration used (31) . The few peptides obtained from the green loop suggest that it folds next. No peptides were obtained that cover the short yellow strands, which are thought to be next in line. Peptides colored red fold next. Finally, the infrared loop (black) folds last.
These kinetic groupings and their folding order match the ordered stepwise pathway sequence described in various ways before (e.g., Fig. 2 and refs. 10 and 11) .
Kinetic Barrier Variability. The sequential stabilization principle implies that the first on-pathway foldon must form in an unassisted conformational search, whereas subsequent steps are assisted by prior structure and thus will have faster rate constants. This mechanism will tend to make even a multistep folding pathway appear to be kinetically two-state, rate-limited by the slow initial step. In fact, the folding steps seen for Cyt c in Fig. 3 do tend to follow each other closely. The ability to distinguish separate folding steps and their order depends on the kinetic barriers that separate them. Importantly, it can be seen that the dominant Illustrative mass spectra for some peptides from HX pulse labeling experiments during Cyt c folding (more complete data are in Fig. S2 ). Initially unfolded fully deuterated Cyt c was diluted into folding conditions at pH 5 and probed during folding by a high-pH D to H labeling pulse. The isotopic envelope for each peptide is composed of peptide molecules that carry differing numbers of 2 H atoms (variable with folding time) and 13 C atoms (constant). The monoisotopic mass with no heavy isotopes is set at zero on the mass axis. As folding time proceeds in a D-to-H pulse labeling experiment, the envelopes move from a lighter mass, indicating complete D-to-H labeling in the pulse (no protection), to a heavier folded condition that protects a number of the initially deuterated sites from exchange. Each peptide monitors the folding history of the protein segment that it represents. For each segment, the protected population increases in a stepwise concerted manner with folding time. The heavy fraction and the number of sites protected by folding can be measured with high accuracy. (E) Earlier HX pulse labeling results analyzed by 2D NMR at residue resolution. (F-H) Pulse labeling results for many peptides analyzed by HX MS. Each peptide trace is colored to indicate the foldon it belongs to, as determined previously (Fig. 2 A-C) . The terminal helices fold as an initial unit (blue) in the entire population, unlike E, where much higher concentration promoted aggregation. The kinetic folding pathway follows the same order as seen before in equilibrium unfolding experiments (Fig. 2) . The large kinetic barrier after folding of the blue foldon is due to a His-to-heme misligation, which can be competed off by lower initial pH (indicated for each graph). The very slow phases are due to the fractional misisomerization of four trans-prolines placed in the green, red, and infrared foldons.
barriers that separate the Cyt c folding steps are not intrinsic to the folding process, but are condition-dependent. Fig. 3 displays three kinds of condition-dependent barriers. At high concentration, transient reversible aggregation makes the initial folding step kinetically heterogeneous (Fig. 3E) . At the much lower concentration used here (1/500), aggregation is absent, and all proteins fold the blue unit equally rapidly (Fig. 3 F-H) . Subsequent steps are greatly delayed by a second kind of barrier, which depends on the tendency of peripheral histidines to ligand to the exposed heme iron in the initially unfolded state (32, 33) . Both peripheral histidines are in the green loop and thus will tether that segment out of place and delay its folding. The blue unit is unaffected, as might be expected (Cyt c in Fig. 1A ), but the folding of all following pathway steps is equally delayed, as expected for an obligatorily sequential pathway. When Cyt c is initially unfolded at pH 7.5, only ∼10% of the population escapes the heme misligation and folds rapidly. Decreasing the initial pH before dilution into folding conditions (Fig. 3 B and C at initial pH of 5.5 and 2.0) tends to protonate the histidine ring, which competes with heme binding, reduces the unfolded population fraction that is initially misligated, and allows a larger population fraction to fold in a fast phase.
Another kind of kinetic barrier depends on the four Cyt c proline residues, normally in the trans configuration. They are residue 30 in the green loop, 44 in the infrared loop, and 71 and 76 in the red loop. At long folding times, the different segments reach a very slow folding phase at somewhat different folding levels that is characteristic for prolines that have equilibrated to a misisomerized configuration in the initially unfolded state. To our knowledge, these results for the first time elaborate the mode of proline blockage. In the population fraction that contains a cis-proline [∼15% for each case (34) ], folding of the whole foldon is retarded, and the following on-pathway foldons are blocked by the same amount plus an additional increment due to their own cis-proline content. The effect is removed in a double jump experiment that maintains the native proline isomers by minimizing the time spent in the U form. A major part of the separation that allows discrimination between the sequential Cyt c folding steps (Fig. 3) is due to the increasing offset imposed by the additive proline effects.
An appreciation of the conditional nature of kinetic barriers helps to illuminate some interpretational errors embedded in many published folding experiments. A common belief is that apparent two-state folding is inconsistent with a stepwise pathway. Instead, two-state behavior may simply depend on the absence of sizeable intervening barriers that would reveal the separate steps. Similarly, the usual interpretation of various experimental manipulations in terms of the supposed variability of intermediates and pathways may instead depend on the easy variability of kinetic barriers.
Discussion
The foldon construction of Cyt c and its role in folding was revealed in HX studies under conditions where measured HX reflects equilibrium uphill unfolding as the protein dynamically explores PUFs in the high free energy landscape. The present work, made possible by advanced HX MS methods, shows that the downhill kinetic folding of Cyt c proceeds through intermediate structures in a reproducible stepwise pathway that mirrors the previous equilibrium unfolding results.
It may seem remarkable that the intermediate forms and their ordering in downhill kinetic folding under normal solution conditions are much the same as for equilibrium unfolding up through the high free energy landscape. The reason is that folding and unfolding processes are both designed into the foldon construction of the native protein. The native foldon construction provides built-in guidance for a deliberate macroscopic pathway that assembles or disassembles the native protein one foldon unit after another. The stepwise nature of the pathway is naturally produced by the cooperative nature of the protein's constitutive foldons, which prefer to be either fully unfolded or fully folded. An ordered pathway is naturally produced by the mutually stabilizing native-like interactions between adjacent foldons (sequential stabilization), much like the well-known folding upon binding phenomenon. It is satisfying that quantized native protein structure and the stepwise protein folding and unfolding processes are unified in this way, as represented in Fig. 1A . They all depend on the same foldon building blocks. It is important to note, however, that unfolding need not always simply reverse the delicately balanced folding process. Under aggressive stress such as high force (35) , high denaturant (36), or high temperature (37) , proteins may be driven to fall apart in many different ways, which should not be interpreted in terms of multiple folding pathways.
These conclusions disagree with the current paradigmatic view that protein populations fold through very many alternative intermediates and pathways. That view was founded on the understanding that protein folding depends on microscopic residue-level dynamics guided only by the downhill nature of the free energy landscape. Given that the landscape encompasses all possible protein forms and all possible folding tracks, folding directed only by the downhill landscape has no way to choose any one over the multitude of others.
Zwanzig et al. (4) calculated that, in order for folding to succeed on a realistic time scale, the system must be biased toward correct moves by >1 kcal/mol. We expect that, in competition with the innumerable available incorrect moves, this degree of bias could not be reached at the level of single residue searching. It can be obtained by the cooperative summation of many intraresidue interactions in the concerted foldon-formation steps that we see and by the summation of native-like interfoldon interactions in ordering the pathway steps.
This paper adds to accumulating evidence that revises the multiple-pathway view and the detailed energy landscape associated with it (10, 21, 22, (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) (43) . The cooperative nature of foldons seems to ensure that the high free energy landscape is dominated by partially unfolded protein forms that differ from each other by the unit unfolding of one more foldon. Intervening states are at higher free energy and much less represented. These considerations relegate the unguided residue-level conformational searching visualized in the multipathway view to uphill steps in the transition that carries the initial U state to the first formed onpathway foldon. Subsequent foldon formation steps are promoted by a search that is assisted by already formed structure.
Materials and Methods
HX MS methodologies used here for data acquisition and analysis follow published approaches (17) (18) (19) (20) . They are described in some detail in SI Materials and Methods, which also shows much more complete HX MS results in Figs. S1 and S2, from which Figs. 2 and 3 were derived.
